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Abstract: To repair reinforced concrete beams efficiently in a limited building space, the four-sided
application of a reinforcing thin layer of reactive powder concrete (“RPCTL”) was proposed to
improve the bending capacity of the members. Static flexural tests of one comparison beam and five
reinforced beams were completed on a four-point centralized loading device. Changes in deflection,
cracks, stresses, and damage characteristics of the specimens were measured under various levels
of loading. The test results showed that the damage patterns of the reinforced specimens were
dominated by the yielding of longitudinal tensile reinforcement at the bottoms of the beams and
the crushing of the cementitious material in the top compression zones of the beams. The cracking
load greatly increased by 1.42 to 7.12 times, and the ultimate bearing capacity increased by 0.29 to
1.41 times. The distribution characteristics and dynamic changes in the displacement, stress, and
damage of the specimens were dynamically simulated by finite element software. The effects of
reinforcement and initial load-holding level on the reinforcement effect were investigated. A bending
capacity calculation formula for RPCTL reinforcement technology is proposed that aligns with the
test results and can provide a reference for the design of RPCTL reinforcement.

Keywords: reactive powder concrete; thin layer; reinforcement; RC beams

1. Introduction

With the continued emergence of new materials and technologies, an increasing num-
ber of reinforcement methods are being proposed for reinforced concrete members, most
commonly for the reinforcement of bending members. Damage of reinforced concrete
beams is common to see when a member cracks during an earthquake, impact and explo-
sion, or the bearing capacity is weakened due to design or construction reasons. As such,
reinforcement methods which can provide great bearing capacity and protection are very
important for structural safety. The traditional concrete beam reinforcement technique is to
paste a new laminated surface layer or a single tensile material at the bottom of the beam to
increase the load-carrying capacity and stiffness by enhancing the amount of reinforcement
in the original member.

Single-point concentrated loading tests were performed by Azeez A. A. [1] on deep
beams reinforced with carbon fiber tensile reinforcement and reactive powder concrete,
and the results showed that the cracks on the surfaces of the deep beams reinforced
with reactive powder concrete were effectively suppressed. Zhelyazov T. [2] tested the
flexural reinforcement of reinforced concrete beams in coastal areas using basalt with basalt
fiber-reinforced polymer (BFRPS), and the results showed that, although the modulus of
elasticity of BFRP reinforcement was lower than that of structural steel, the increase in load-
carrying capacity increased with pretensioning. Codina A. [3] analyzed the mechanical
behavior of reinforcement damage caused by debonding failure at the bottom mid-span
crack area of beams based on four-point bending tests and the model evaluation of three
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FRP- and CFRP-reinforced concrete beams. Gedik Y.H. [4] installed longitudinal carbon
fiber-reinforced polymer tendons on the surface of stone beams and constructed a total
of 11 stone beams with different reinforcement and prestressing levels for testing their
bending performance. The results showed that the composite beams configured with CFRP
tendons with or without applied prestressing exhibited ductile failure, with significant
deflection and multiple cracks after damage.

Other researchers have applied bamboo and wood materials [5], recycled metals, and
composite fiber alternative materials as reinforcement. However, these tensile materials
differ greatly from the deformation modulus of concrete; there is an obvious stress hysteresis
problem [6]. In addition, these techniques involve extracorporeal reinforcement at the
bottom of concrete beams, but as this type of flexural reinforcement transmits forces in a
single direction, resistance to peeling measures is limited [7]. Especially in members with
large cross-sections, even if end anchors or reinforcing hoops are provided, it is difficult to
allow the reinforcement layer and the original member to fully co-stress [8].

Compared to the traditional concrete beam reinforcement techniques, some researchers
tend to reinforce the concrete beams around the perimeter with a composite surface layer
consisting of steel reinforcement mesh and recycled concrete [9], high-performance mortar,
and activated powder concrete, which not only eliminates the stress difference to a large
extent and has better compatibility with the member concrete, but also provides better
protection to the internal steel reinforcement [10]. Among them, RPC is gaining attention
for its excellent performance in the application of reinforcement works.

Zheng Wang [11] conducted an experiment to study on the influence of the steel fiber
types on RPC performance. It showed that appropriate ratio of length to diameter will give
full play to the tensile effect of steel fiber in the material and ensure it is evenly distributed.
Chuanlin Wang [12] studied the influence of three types of open and three different shapes
of closed steel fibers on the working and mechanical performance of RPC, showing that
the open steel fibers enhance the mechanical performance of RPC via their anchoring
performance while the closed steel fibers work by confining the concrete. Qin Rong [13]
studied the dynamic response of RPC columns based on the equivalent single-degree-of-
freedom method and P-I curve and obtained the effect of five parameters on the degree of
damage under different blast loadings, which provides a valuable reference for the dynamic
response of RPC members. Mo Liu [14] studied the microscopic morphology and structure
of basalt fiber reactive powder concrete (BFRPC), and established the strength calculation
formula of BFRPC. Shatha D. Mohammed [15] provides an experimental analysis of the
structural behaviors of reinforced RPC beams under harmonic loads, in which the outcomes
proved the positive effect of adding steel fibers on the dynamic response under the effect of
harmonic loading in RPC. Jie Xiao [16] carried out a study to solve the problem of steel bars
in ordinary reinforced concrete structures by replacing steel bars with basalt fiber-reinforced
polymer bars and replacing ordinary concrete with reactive powder concrete, considering
the law of bond strength and protective layer thickness.

Nowadays, many researchers have started to use activated powder concrete with steel
reinforcement to improve the load-carrying capacity and stiffness of flexural members.

Lee Ming-Gin [17] used RPC to reinforce concrete beams at the bottom. The results
showed that the effect of using RPC material with a thickness of 20 mm and a steel fiber
content of 1.0% is approximately equivalent to the reinforcement effect of three layers of
carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP). Yang Yang [18] proposed a method for reinforcing
beams by adding layers of RPC at the bottom tension zone and top compression zone
of the beams. The bending test of six specimens was conducted to analyze the effects of
area substitution ratio and reinforcement ratio of the composite layers. Yang Kejia [19]
controlled the distribution of steel fibers in RPC through a magnetic field. Four-point
bending tests showed that the flexural capacity of activated powdered concrete flexural
specimens after the directional distribution of steel fibers increased by 72.4–149.5%.

Yang Zhang studied the flexural strength and stiffness of reinforced concrete beams
reinforced with layered RPC added to the bottom [20] and compared the differences in the
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damage patterns of the new prestressing and normal reinforcement in the reinforcement
layers [21]. Bahraq A A [22] conducted an experimental study and numerical analysis of
the stress performance of reinforced concrete beams reinforced with ultrahigh-performance
fiber-reinforced concrete. Deng Mingke [23] compared the tensile ductility of concrete
beams subjected to bending repaired with HDC and RPC surface layer. Farzad M. [24]
tested the interfacial properties between UHPC and reinforced concrete elements and
developed a mathematical model to predict the reinforcing performance of the overlay, and
this provided a reference for the transmission mechanism of the reinforcement technology
using a surface layer of RPC. In comparison, Zhu Zhiwen [25] investigated the flexural
behavior of ordinary beams and gap beams reinforced with RPC under long-term sustained
loads for 23.6 years. The displacement ductility of the strengthened beams decreased
by 82–94%. Qin Fengjiang [26] reported that the energy dissipation capacity, cracking
resistance, and cracking load of ECC-enhanced specimens greatly improved with increasing
reinforcement thickness.

However, these aforementioned studies on activated PCR technology for various com-
posite surfaces reinforcing concrete beams are still dominated by beam-bottom laminations
or three-sided U-shaped reinforcement, and the current research and engineering applica-
tions are based on lower-strength grades of concrete or mortar as a reinforcement material,
where the reinforcement layer is very thick and the use of space is limited. In other fiber
composite materials, the strain hysteresis is too great [8], and, for flexural reinforcement
layers subjected to a single direction of force transfer, resistance to peeling measures is
limited [7], especially in larger members where it is difficult to set the anchors, reinforcing
hoops, and other measures necessary to bond the reinforcement layer and the original
member to withstand the full synergistic force. Few studies have been conducted on the
reinforcement of beams by four-surface applications of thin layers, and there are few reports
on the use of reinforced reactive powder concrete as a material for reinforcement.

Based on the above research, this paper proposes a four-sided application of a rein-
forcing thin layer of reactive powder concrete (RPCTL). There are two main features of
the reinforcement effect of RPCTL. First, the longitudinal reinforcement at the bottom of
the beam is directly subjected to tensile force, and the tensile load capacity of the bending
zone is improved by increasing the amount of reinforcement. Second, the deformation of
the original members can be inhibited by restraining the concrete in the core area, thus
improving the flexural stiffness [27]. Compared with three-sided applications, four-sided
RPCTL reinforcement has a stronger restraining effect on the core zone, and the stress hys-
teresis effect is weaker than that of fiber composites or prestressing tendon reinforcements.
The RPCTL has a smaller thickness, is lightweight and has a high strength, and provides
greater reinforcement efficiency.

RPC has good bonding ability with concrete, and steel mesh in a thin layer enhances
the integrity and mechanical performance. In addition to the RPC in contact with concrete,
this composite structural layer is connected to the original structure by pins. The RPC
thin layers do not obstruct interior space, it can be poured after formwork is installed, or
spread on the surface of concrete directly, which is proven to be a very convenient method
for construction.

To investigate the bending performance of reinforced concrete beams reinforced by
RPCTL technology on all sides, this paper designs six-foot beams to carry out static bending
loading tests to study the effects of the thickness of the viscous reinforcement layer and
the initial load-holding level on the bending performance of the reinforced beams and
proposes a method for calculating the bending capacity of RPCTL technology.

2. Test Design
2.1. Specimen Design

Six full-scale reinforced concrete test beams were designed with specimen lengths
of 4200 mm, cross-sectional dimensions of 200 × 400 mm, and the same reinforcement
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skeleton configuration. One specimen, RCFB1, was used as a comparison beam, and the
other five were reinforced with RPCTL (Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 2. Section of specimens.

The initial load level of SRFB2 was set to 0%. The reinforcement was carried out
directly after the fabrication and curing of the original members, and the bending test was
carried out after the thin layer of reactive powder concrete reached the design strength.
SFRB3, SRFB4, and SRFB5 were load-holding reinforced after applying up to 50% of the
computed ultimate load capacity of the original member. A secondary force test was carried
out after the thin layer of reactive powder concrete reached the design strength. The initial
load level of SRFB6 was further increased to 80% before the load-holding reinforcement.
The parameters of each specimen are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Specimen parameters (mm).

Specimen Thickness of RPCTL Reinforcement Mesh in RPCTL Initial Load Level

RCFB1 / / /
SRFB2 25 Φ6@50 0
SRFB3 25 Φ6@100 50%
SRFB4 25 Φ6@75 50%
SRFB5 25 Φ6@50 50%
SRFB6 25 Φ6@50 80%

2.2. Material Properties

The test beams were cast in C30 concrete with 18 mm diameter longitudinal bars
and 6 mm diameter hoop bars in the reinforcement skeleton. The reinforced thin layer
was made of reactive powder concrete with a strength class of RPC100 with an optimized
steel fiber volume mix of 2% [28], and the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement mesh
configured in the reinforced layer was made of 6 mm diameter steel bars. The material
properties are shown in Tables 2–6.
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Table 2. Composition of the reactive powder concrete ratio (kg/m3).

Cement Silica
Fume

Quartz Sand
0.5–1 mm

Quartz Sand
0.2–5 mm

Polycarboxylic Acid-Based High-Efficiency
Water Reducing Agent Water Steel

Fiber

1000 250 0 1000 30 200 256

Table 3. Composition of the concrete mix ratio (kg).

Water Cement Sand Gravel

175 416 512 1252

Table 4. Mechanical properties of the concrete.

Grade of Concrete fc/MPa ft/MPa Ec/GPa

C30 35.5 2.04 3.0

Table 5. Mechanical properties of the reactive powder concrete.

Grade of RPC frc/MPa frt/MPa Erc/GPa

RPC100 115.2 10.7 43.0

Table 6. Mechanical properties of the reinforcing steel.

Grade of Reinforcement Mesh Diameter/mm fy/MPa Es/GPa

HRB335 6 346 215

HRB335 10 339 203

HRB335 18 355 201

HRB400 6 431 208

2.3. Loading Program

The original member was supported on hinged bearings at both ends, with a clear
span of 4000 mm. The specimen was placed under a reaction frame, and a hydraulic jack
was used to apply the force and loaded at two points in the middle of the top of the beam
using a section distribution beam (Figures 3 and 4). Displacement gauges were arranged
at the bottom of the beam in the loaded mid-span section to read the deflection changes,
and the loading was controlled by a hydraulic servo system to observe the cracks and
deflection changes after stabilization under each level of loading. For specimens subjected
to secondary loading, steel plates and wedges were used to tighten the gap between the
reaction frame and the distributing beam immediately after the initial load was applied,
thus maintaining the initial load level for subsequent reinforcement of the test beams.
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3. Test Results and Analysis
3.1. Experimental Phenomena

The bending damage process of each test beam subjected to secondary force can be
roughly divided into three stages: (1) The early loading stage is the elastic stage, where
the displacement is linearly related to the load change and the initial crack is not obvious.
(2) After the first microcrack appears in the reinforcement layer at the bottom of the beam
in the purely curved section, the test specimen enters the elastic–plastic deformation stage,
where the slope of the load–displacement curve decreases slightly, several parallel cracks
appear one after another, and the first crack extends upward and widens to form the main
crack. The first crack extends upward and widens to form the main crack. With increasing
load, the distribution of cracks on the lateral side of the beam gradually increases, and
adjacent vertical cracks gradually bifurcate and connect diagonally, forming a decentralized
crack network. (3) With further extension and intensification of the main crack, the test
beam reaches the damage stage, and the deflection and deformation of the specimen
increase rapidly. Under the load condition, the longitudinal bars at the bottom of the beam
of the original member are the first to reach yield, the stress is rapidly transferred to the
longitudinal bars in the reinforced thin layer at the bottom of the beam and continues to
be transferred as the former yields, and the longitudinal bars in the reinforced layer at the
side of the beam also reach the limit state from the bottom up. As the original longitudinal
bars in the bottom of the beam and the longitudinal bars in the reinforced layer yield and
pull out successively (Figure 5), the concrete at the top of the beam and the reinforced layer
of reactive powder concrete between the two loading points are locally crushed. After the
damage, the cracks on the side of the beam are scattered and dense, while the main crack
openings are obvious, and part of the longitudinal bars in the side reinforcement layer
yield and deform. Pulled-out and deformed steel fibers from the reinforcement material
are visible at the collapse sites and crack openings (Figure 6).
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3.2. Test Results

The test results of each specimen are shown in Table 7 and indicate that the crack-
ing load and ultimate load of the concrete beams significantly increased after thin-layer
reinforcement with reactive powder concrete.

Table 7. Test results.

Specimen Cracking Load (kN) Ultimate Load (kN) Maximum Deflection (mm)

RCFB1 15.8 143.3 103.2
SRFB2 38.3 345.3 48.1
SRFB3 97.2 243.5 53.4
SRFB4 102.3 269.5 61.5
SRFB5 112.9 311.5 42.0
SRFB6 128.3 185.3 33.6

As shown in Figure 7, for the load–deflection curves, the slopes of the load curves
in the elastic phase of the reinforced specimens increased to different degrees, indicating
that the new steel reinforcement mesh and the reactive powder concrete material in the
reinforced thin layer worked well together with the original members. The first inflection
point of the slope of the curve appeared after the second stress cracking, the initial crack to
the reactive powder concrete of the reinforced thin layer at the bottom of the beam stopped
advancing, and the bridging effect of the steel fibers subsequently failed [29]. Afterward,
the longitudinal reinforcement stresses in the reinforced layer continued to increase, the
original longitudinal reinforcement and the newly added longitudinal reinforcement at the
bottom of the beam reached one region after another, and the slope of the curve gradually
decreased. When approaching the ultimate bearing capacity, the specimens with different
initial load levels successively reached the yielding state of most longitudinal bars, the
second inflection point appeared in the curve, the slope became significantly smaller or
even close to the level, the load change was very small, the deflection began to change and
increase abruptly, and the specimens reached a state of destruction, in which the deflection
continued to increase most obviously after RCFB1 and SRFB6 reached the ultimate load.
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With the increase in the secondary stress load, cracks appeared in the reactive pow-
der concrete surface layer in the tensile zone at the bottom of the beam, the increase in
the deflection was more moderate, and the slope of the load–deflection curve decreased
gradually with the gradual increase in the load. Due to the bridging effect of steel fibers in
the reinforcement layer, the reactive powder concrete did not stop working immediately
and completely after cracking but maintained a certain ductile contribution, still possessing
higher tensile strength and toughness than ordinary concrete after cracking. Thus, the slope
of the curve decreased more gently than did the plastic phase deformation curve of the
ordinary reinforced concrete beams, and the bending section was longer.

After the secondary stress reached the ultimate load, the width and length of the
main crack in the reactive powder concrete reinforcement layer reached the maximum,
the reactive powder concrete no longer bore the main stress in the tensile zone, and the
longitudinal tensile reinforcement at the bottom of the beam in the reactive powder concrete
reinforcement layer and in the original member reached the limit state in turn and yielded.
At this time, the stiffness of the specimen rapidly decreased to failure, and the slope of
the curve rapidly decreased or even increased in the reverse direction, indicating that
the specimen had reached the limit of deflection and that deformation and damage had
occurred. In the later stage of loading, the deflection of reinforced beams SRFB2, SRFB5,
and SRFB6 increased rapidly, and after the yielding of longitudinal tensile reinforcement at
the bottom of the beams, the specimens were loaded to failure due to the destruction of
reactive powder concrete and concrete crushed at the top of the beams in the compression
zone. The load deflection of the reinforced beams SRFB3 and SRFB4 increased rapidly, and
the longitudinal reinforcement in the reinforcement layer at the bottom of the beam and
the longitudinal tensile reinforcement in the original member were subsequently removed.
Then, the reactive powder concrete reinforcement mesh surface layer in the pressurized
zone at the top of the beam and the reinforced concrete in the original member continued
to be subjected to part of the compressive stresses, the load–deflection curves entered into a
transiently decreasing section, and the loads were reduced while the deflections continued
to increase.

The deflection curves in Figure 8 show that the stiffness of each strengthened beam
was not significantly reduced before reaching the ultimate load compared to that of the
unreinforced comparison beam, and the slope of the load–angle curve was significantly
greater than that of the comparison beam in the middle and late stages of the loading phase,
indicating that the test beams were more ductile after load-holding reinforcement.
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Figure 8 shows that under the condition of the same initial load-holding level, different
reinforcement amounts have a significant effect on the change in longitudinal tensile
reinforcement strain. For SRFB3, SRFB4, and SRFB5 in the primary loading stage, the
longitudinal reinforcement strains of the bottom of the beam of the original member
are the same. Due to the same initial loading level, each specimen has the same stress
as the steel reinforcement of the bottom of the beam in the tensile zone of the original
member when reinforced. In the second stress loading stage, the reinforcement in the
reinforcement layer of each specimen is in the linear deformation stage, while the original
member reinforcement strain curve re-steepens, and the reinforcement layer reinforcement
strain curve changes in the same trend, indicating that the reactive powder concrete, the
reinforcement layer reinforcement network, and the original member are subjected to the
same force. The curve of each specimen in the late stage of the second stress loading
gradually slows; the tensile deformation of the longitudinal reinforcement at the bottom of
the beam in the reinforced layer and the original member is close to yielding, and the strain
curve gradually becomes a gentle curve. Due to the different amounts of reinforcement
in the reinforced layer at the bottom of the beam, the reinforcement layer reinforcement
amount is changed, the strain curves ultimately reach different levels of loading, and the
yield platform of the largest reinforcement amount of SRFB5 is the highest. For SRFB3 with
the smallest amount of reinforcement, the ultimate bearing capacity of the specimen is the
lowest when the longitudinal reinforcement reaches the ultimate strain, and the ultimate
strain is reached under the action of a lower load level. The yielding plateau in the ultimate
strain lasts for a very short period that reaches the limit of the ultimate strain, and the
ductility is not obvious in the whole process of yielding and damage. With increasing
load, for the reinforced beam SRFB3 with lower reinforcement in the reinforcement layer,
the reactive powder concrete in the tensile zone at the bottom of the beam exits the work
earlier, the longitudinal reinforcement of the original member in the tensile zone at the
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bottom of the beam and the reinforcing layer reinforcement network strains grow faster,
and the tensile reinforcement quickly reaches its ultimate tensile strain. The strain curves
of the reinforcement layer and original member reinforcement of each specimen show a
gradual convergence trend, in which there is a strain lag and strain difference between the
two in the early stage. With increasing load after the second stress, the stress level of the
two gradually converges, the original member reinforcing bar strain growth is small, the
reinforcement layer reinforcing bar strain growth is large, the reinforcing layer reinforcing
bar greatly shares the original member reinforcing bar’s stress, and the two work well.
After the final curve converges, the original member longitudinal bar and reinforcement
layer reinforcement network strain growth is more rapid, and the tensioned reinforcement
quickly reaches its ultimate tensile strain. The final curve convergence shows that the
original member and the reinforcing layer in the reinforcement have reached the yield limit,
and the specimen has reached a state of destruction.

Under the condition of the same reinforcement layer reinforcement amount and
different initial load-holding level conditions during secondary stressing, the difference in
the strain of the longitudinal tensile reinforcement at the bottom of the specimen beams is
obvious. SRFB2, SRFB5, and SRFB6 were configured with the same longitudinal tensile
reinforcement at the bottom of the beams of the original members; therefore, the directions
of the prestrain curves of the reinforcement were the same. Reinforcement is carried out
after loading to a load level of 20% to 80% before secondary stressing, after which the
reactive powder concrete, which has a lower load level, exhibits the first inflection point of
the reinforcement strain curves. With the increase in the load level, the curves of SRFB5
and SRFB6 transit through the stage of linear elasticity change along the original slope, in
which the slope of SRFB6, with a load level of 80%, has already begun to change, and the
curves tend to be flattened, which indicates that the specimen was subjected to different
degrees of plastic change in the late stage of initial stress, and some damage occurred in
the bending region of the original member. After reinforcement by the reactive powder
concrete reinforcing mesh reinforcement layer to share the load, the slope steepens and
reverts to a linear change. The second prestress occurs over a long time in the elastic
deformation stage, indicating that, at this time, the reactive powder concrete surface
layer and longitudinal reinforcement in the reinforcing layer are operative and work
with the original member. In the process of secondary stressing, the reinforcement in the
reinforcement layer also experienced a change from elastic to final yield deformation. There
is an initial strain difference between the longitudinal reinforcement in the original member
and the longitudinal reinforcement in the reinforcement layer at the bottom of the beam,
and the larger the initial load-holding level is, the larger the strain difference is, while
the two reinforcement strain curves of the specimens finally converge, which indicates
that the strain hysteresis phenomenon is gradually eliminated in the late stage of loading
due to the deformation of the reinforcement in the reinforcement layer in the late stage of
the secondary loading and the close to the state of the reinforcement after deformation in
the primary loading. The reinforcement layer is the same as that of the original member,
and damage and plastic deformation also occur. The reinforcement layer is damaged and
plastically deformed, similar to the original member. In the figure, the strain difference of
SRFB6 with a high initial load-holding level is the largest, which indicates that the strain
hysteresis of the original member and the reinforcement layer is the most obvious. In the
late loading stage, the strain curves of the longitudinal reinforcement in both the original
member and the reinforced layer decrease rapidly, and the load increase is small, but the
strain change is very large and rapid, indicating that the reinforcement is close to the yield
state at this time. In the destructive stage after the linear elastic change in the late stage of
the reinforcement, the slopes of the strain curves of the reinforcement in the reinforced layer
and the reinforcement in the original member gradually decrease, the bending segment of
the curves is very long, and a yielding plateau is experienced at the end. The co-stressing
of the reinforced reactive powder concrete reinforcement mesh blocked the rapid yielding
of the longitudinal reinforcement at the bottom of the beam of the original member, which
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improved the ductility, and the effect of ductility enhancement was more obvious in SRFB6
with a higher initial load-holding level.

The compressive strain change curves of the original member concrete and reinforced
reactive powder concrete in the compression zone at the top of the beam in Figure 9 show
that the compressive strain values of the reinforced thin-layer reactive powder concrete
are much greater than those of the original member concrete under the secondary stress
state. Furthermore, the thickness of the reinforcement layer is only 25 mm, which indicates
that the advantage of the ultrahigh strength of the reactive powder concrete has been
fully realized. The reinforcing layers of the reinforcing beams SRFB2, SRFB5, and SRFB6
are 50 × 50 mm, and, in the late loading of the original component concrete and reactive
powder concrete curve, the layers quickly reach the material’s ultimate compressive strain,
and the specimen beam top compression zone material is damaged. Moreover, at 75 mm,
the compressive strain curves of the original member concrete and reactive powder concrete
ranged from 2000–2500 mm; that is, the compressive strain did not change, and the material
did not reach a state of crushing. This shows that the material strength utilization efficiency
of reactive powder concrete in the process of secondary force loading is different, in which
the greater the amount of reinforcement in the steel reinforcement layer is, the more fully
the reactive powder concrete exerts compressive strength in the compression zone.
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3.3. Destruction Mechanisms

The load–strain curves of the tensile reinforcement at the bottom of the concrete
beams of the original members of each specimen showed two main traits: primary stress
loading and secondary stressing after load-holding reinforcement. The primary stress can
be subdivided into an elastic phase and a working with cracks phase, and the secondary
stress can be divided into an initial elastic phase and a yield damage phase.

Before reinforcement, the original members experienced the same elastic and elasto-
plastic phases as did the comparison beam RCFB1, with different degrees of damage in
the original members at different initial loading levels and different lengths of periods
after entering the elastoplastic phase. Partial cracks appeared on the concrete surface of
the original members, and the damage was more obvious in the original members with
high loading loads. The cracks extended longer and wider during the elastic–plastic phase,
and the stress level of the reinforcing bars in the tensile zone increased after the concrete
cracked and withdrew from the work. The tensile reinforcement at the bottom of the beam
was subjected to some tensile stresses and had not reached yield.

After reinforcement, the cross-section re-entered the elastic phase, and the stress
strain in the cross-section at the beginning of loading was linear. The tensile stress in the
tensile zone was borne by the reactive powder concrete, longitudinal reinforcement in
the reinforcement layer, and longitudinal bars at the bottom of the beam of the original
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member. The stress level of the longitudinal bars at the bottom of the beam of the original
member was greater in the member with a higher initial loading level. The stresses shared
by the reactive powder concrete at the edge of the tensile zone were greater than the tensile
strength. When it exceeded its tensile strength, the surface of the reinforcement layer
cracked, and the reactive powder concrete ceased to work. Subsequently, the stress in the
tensile zone was mainly borne by the longitudinal reinforcement in the reinforcement layer
and the longitudinal reinforcement at the bottom of the beam of the original member, and
with a further increase in load, the plastic deformation of the cross-section increased, and
the reinforcement layer reinforcement was close to yielding.

In the destruction stage, after the longitudinal reinforcement in the reinforcement layer
at the bottom of the beam yields to tension, the plastic deformation of the section develops
rapidly. The cracks continue to extend upward, and the width increases. Due to the
bidirectional stress state of the reinforcing network and the bridging effect of the steel fibers,
the adjacent vertical cracks are connected, the cracks bifurcate at the end, and the cracking
part of the stress zone is distributed in a network with a dense and uniform distribution of
cracks, in which the steel fibers in the main crack opening are pulled off. The load does
not continue to increase; the longitudinal reinforcement of the reinforcement layer and
original member at the bottom pull off and yield one after another, the deformation of the
member continues to increase, the cross-sectional stress is redistributed, the stress in the top
of the beam in the pressurized area increases rapidly, the concrete in the pressurized area
collapses and deforms and expands, and the reinforced layer of reactive powder concrete
crushes and spalls off.

3.4. Factor Analysis

In the test group set up for this study, the same thickness and strength level of rein-
forced thin-layer reactive powder concrete material were used, and the factors of variation
between specimens included different reinforcement layer reinforcement amounts and
initial load levels.

(1) Reinforcement layer reinforcement

Compared with that of the unreinforced comparison beam RCFB1, the initial stiffness
of each reinforced beam is greater at the beginning of the secondary stress, and the slopes of
the load–deflection curves of the reinforced beams SRFB5 are greater than those of SRFB4
and SRFB3 in turn with the increase in the amount of reinforcement in the reinforcing
layer. This is due to the formation of small and intensive cracks in the tensile zone at the
bottom of the beams after the initial cracks appear, and the presence of steel fibers that
disperse the localized stresses in the material. The presence of steel fibers disperses the
localized stresses in the material, resulting in a greater utilization of the strength of the
reinforcing mesh material in the thin layer of reinforcement that bears the tensile action.
In comparison, in the later stage of the steel yielding and concrete compression damage
stage, the specimen deflection changes rapidly, the load–deflection curve is very short, and
the specimen quickly enters the destruction stage and reaches the limit state. The stiffness
of the reinforced beams did not decrease significantly before reaching the ultimate load,
and the slope of the load–deflection curves of the reinforced beams decreased gradually
but was significantly greater than that of the comparison beams in the middle and late
stages of the loading phase, which indicated that the reinforced test beams had better
ductility [30]. The larger the amount of reinforcement in the reinforced lamina is, the larger
the ultimate load of the reinforced beam. When the reinforcing thin layer is equipped
with a reinforcement mesh with a spacing of 100 mm, the load-carrying capacity of the
reinforced beams is increased by 70% compared with that of the comparison beams, and the
change in deflection from the point of cracking to the point of damage is 14.1 mm, whereas
when the reinforcement mesh spacing is reduced to 75 and 50 mm, the increase in the
ultimate load-carrying capacity is 88% and 117%, and the change in deflection is 15.2 mm
and 29.0 mm, respectively. This is because the original member concrete and reinforced
layer-activated powdered concrete have better ultimate loads than the reinforced layer of
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active powder concrete after cracking, mainly due to longitudinal tensile reinforcement;
the larger the reinforcement layer reinforcement is, the higher the late tensile strength is,
and the deflection change space is also larger.

(2) Initial load level

When special cementitious materials such as composite mortar and fiber concrete are
used to reinforce secondary stressed concrete members, different initial load levels have
significant effects on the secondary stresses of concrete beams reinforced with cementitious
materials. SRFB2, SRFB5, and SRFB6, with the same 50 mm spacing of reinforcement
mesh in the reinforcement layer, reached 0%, 50%, and 80% of the ultimate capacity before
reinforcement, respectively, and the load–deflection curves of these three samples basically
coincided with those of comparison beam RCFB1 before reinforcement and entered the
secondary stress state after the curve separation point. The later the timing of separation
from the RCFB1 curve, i.e., the higher the initial load level of the reinforced beams, the
shorter the growth change in the later part of the curve. With increasing load, the slope
of the curve decreases gradually, in which the change in the slope of SRFB2 with the
smallest initial load is the most obvious, while the change in SRFB6 with the highest
initial load is very short, and the curve reaches a flat section similar to that of RCFB1
and is destroyed immediately after a very short extension. Compared with those of the
comparison beams, the ultimate load-carrying capacities of SRFB2 and SRFB5 for RCFB1
increase by 141% and 117%, respectively, while that of SRFB6 improves by only 29%.
SRFB2 and SRFB5, which were strengthened at lower initial load levels, showed better
load capacity improvement and later stiffness performance than did RCFB1 and SRFB6,
indicating that the earlier the duration of strengthening under load-holding conditions was,
the greater the strengthening effect.

4. Finite Element Analysis
4.1. Model Setup

The general finite element software ABAQUS 2020 was used for finite element sim-
ulation, and each component was created and edited under the Part module (Figure 9).
The original component concrete and reactive powder concrete were simulated with three-
dimensional deformable solid units, and the reinforcing steel skeleton and reinforcing
thin layer of the reinforcement mesh were simulated with three-dimensional deformable
line units. The reinforced specimen models were generated based on the primary force to
reinforce the thin layer, and then the secondary force holding load loading was realized
through the method of living and dead cells. In the model, the concrete grid size of the
original member was 50 mm, the grid size of the reinforcing skeleton of the original member
was 50 mm, the cell size in the thickness direction of the reinforced thin layer of reactive
powder concrete was 25 mm, and the cell size in the plane direction of the thin layer was
50 mm. The contact between the reinforcing mesh and the reactive powder concrete, as well
as the contact between the reinforcing skeleton of the original member and the concrete,
were all constrained using embedded constraints, and there was no interfacial slippage in
the process of stress [31]. Memduh Karalar carried out a numerical investigation on the
flexural response, and especially the crack failure, of rubberized concrete beams reinforced
by waste tire rubber and plastic waste [32,33], where the boundary condition of no slip
was set between the reinforced layer and the original member. Memduh Karalar used
three-dimensional finite element mode shapes to study the flexural performance of con-
crete beams doped with WTR by defining the beam members as nonlinear frames, which
provides a reference for the finite element analysis of the same type of composite-reinforced
beams [34]. Tie constraints were used for the contact relationship between the RPC and
concrete. Line constraints were used to simulate the boundary conditions [4], and the
support constraints were set on the original concrete beams. One end was supported
on a fixed hinge bearing, and one end was supported on a movable hinge bearing. The
fixed-hinge constraints Dx, Dy, and Dz were all set to 0. The sliding-hinge constraints Dx
and Dy were set to 0, but the displacement in the Z direction was not constrained.
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4.2. Comparison of Results

The numerical simulation results of the ultimate bearing capacity and maximum
deflection are shown in Figure 10, and the comparison results show that the ratio of
the test value to the simulated value of the ultimate bearing capacity of each specimen
ranges between 0.927 and 1.087, and the ratio of the test values to the simulated values of
the displacement ranges between 0.921 and 1.090, which is in good agreement with the
test results.
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4.3. Strain and Cracks

The results of the damage simulation of the reinforced thin layer of reactive powder
concrete are shown in Figure 11, in which the crushed area between the two loading points
in the damage cloud map is mainly concentrated in the loading point area, while the
observed morphology in the experimental phenomenon is mainly in the mid-span region in
the middle of the loading point. This is because the numerical simulation does not consider
the case in which the two loading points are rigidly connected through the distributing
beams, and the localized peeling of the reinforced thin layer during the crushing damage
on the top of the beams at the later stage of the actual loading varies with the tie constraints
of the numerical simulation.
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5. Calculation of the Reinforcement Load Capacity

In the test and simulation analysis, the thin layer of reactive powder concrete on the top
surface of the beam in the compression zone also reaches the ultimate compressive strain,
while the side of the beam from the top to the bottom in the height range is similar to that
of the concrete and is not linearly distributed. Therefore, the calculation of the compression
zone of the reactive powder concrete is divided into two parts for consideration. The thin
layer on the top surface of the beam is directly treated according to the strain reaching the
peak strain, and the strain after reaching the peak strain is considered to remain unchanged.
The active powder concrete in the height range of the compression zone in the reinforcement
layer on the side of the beam is transformed into an equivalent rectangular section in the
same way as the concrete in the compression zone.

When performing flexural reinforcement calculations, the beam top surface and beam
side reinforcement network in the compression zone are not considered, while the top
surface of the beam in the compression zone and the beam side reactive powder concrete
under compression are considered. Under the limit state, the longitudinal reinforcement
at the bottom of the beam yields, and the concrete at the edge of the top of the beam in
the pressurized zone is damaged; the force diagram of the reinforced member is shown
in Figure 12. The bending capacity of the reinforced beam consists of the following parts:
the tensile action of the longitudinal bars at the bottom of the original member, the tensile
longitudinal bars at the bottom of the beam reinforcement layer, the tensile longitudinal bars
at the side of the beam reinforcement layer, the compressive action of the longitudinal bars
at the top of the original member, the concrete in the height range of the top compression
zone of the beam, and the activated powdered concrete. According to the assumption of a
flat section and the condition of force equilibrium within the section, the moment of any
section within the section is zero.
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5.1. Height of the Reinforced Compression Zone

The compressive stresses of concrete above the neutralization axis and reactive powder
concrete are nonlinearly distributed in the height range of the compression zone, which
is transformed into an equivalent rectangle by coefficients in most of the research; the
coefficients of concrete (α1) are 0.94~1.0 in GB50010-2010 [35], the coefficients of reactivated
concrete (αr) are 0.95 in T/CECS1325-2023 [36], and the coefficient of RPC100 adopted in
this paper is 0.95.

According to the force equilibrium condition shown in Figure 12.

fy As + fmy Ams + 2 fmyh
0.8(h − x)

h
Amsh = α1 fcb(x − t) + 2αr frctx + frctb + f ′y A′

s (1)

x =
fy As + fmy Ams + 1.6 fmyh Amsh + α1 fcbt − frctb − f ′y A′

s

α1 fcb + 2αr frct + 1.6 fmyh Amsh/h
(2)
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where x′ is the height of the reinforced compression zone; t is the thickness of the reinforced
lamina; fmy and fmyh are the tensile strengths of the reinforced layer tensile longitudi-
nal bars at the bottom and side of the beam, respectively; Ams and Amsh are the areas
of the reinforced layer tensile longitudinal bars at the bottom and side of the beam, re-
spectively; and f ′y and A′

s are the compressive strengths of the reinforced compression
reinforcement at the top of the reinforced beam and the area of the reinforced compression
reinforcement, respectively.

5.2. Conversion of the Cross-Sectional Area of the Tensile Reinforcement

Considering that the side of the beam is subjected to tensile stress only within a certain
height, the cross-sectional area reduction coefficient of the reinforcement is introduced to
reduce the cross-sectional area of the longitudinal reinforcement, providing tensile stress
in the thin layer of the beam side reinforcement [23]. According to the cross-sectional
results of the ECC- and HDC-reinforced concrete beams, this coefficient is 0.8, and the
longitudinal reinforcement in the thin layer of the beam side reinforcement does not reach
the yielding of the longitudinal bars in its entirety. Therefore, the stress distribution of
the tensile longitudinal reinforcement in the thin layer of the beam side reinforcement is
regarded as a triangle with a linear change along the direction of the beam height and a
height of 0.8(h − x), which reaches yielding near the bottom of the beam and is 0 near
the side of the neutralization axis, and the point of the combined force is located in the
center of the triangle at a distance of 0.8(h − x)/3 from the bottom of the beam. The
height of the compression zone of the reinforced specimen x can be solved according to
the cross-sectional force balance equation, in which the combined force of the concrete
in the compression zone and the active powder concrete in the reinforced lamina on the
side of the beam in the compression zone is equal to the combined force of the original
longitudinal reinforcement at the bottom of the beam, the longitudinal reinforcement in
the reinforced lamina at the bottom of the beam, and the longitudinal reinforcement in
the reinforced lamina on the side of the beam in the range of the height of the beam at the
bottom of the beam 0.8(h − x). The bending capacity of RPCTL-reinforced RC beams can
be expressed as follows:

M ≤ fy As

(
h0 −

x
2

)
+ fmy Ams

(
hm0 −

x
2

)
+

1.6(h − x)
h

fmyh Amsh
0.8(h − x)

3
(3)

The calculation results of specimens under the same load-holding conditions obtained
by using the above formula are shown in Table 8, and the test results are consistent with
the calculation results. The results show that the calculation results of the formula derived
in this paper for the bending capacity of RPCTL-reinforced RC beams are highly accurate
and can be used in the reinforcement design of similar concrete beams.

Table 8. Calculation results and comparison.

Specimen Test Results (kN) Calculation Results (kN) Ratio

SRFB3 243.5 250.8 0.971
SRFB4 269.5 282.2 0.955
SRFB5 311.5 324.3 0.961

6. Conclusions

(1) The application of four-sided RPCTL reinforcement technology can effectively im-
prove the bending load capacity and stiffness of concrete beams; the specimen cracking
load is greatly increased by 1.42 times to 7.12 times, the ultimate bearing capacity
is increased by 0.29 times to 1.41 times, and the deflection and deformation are
effectively controlled.
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(2) Four-sided reinforcement significantly suppresses cracking in reinforced concrete
flexural beams. As longitudinal tensile reinforcement yields, the top zone experiences
compression dominated by crushing. This leads to crack openings, causing steel
fibers to slip and pull out, while the reactive powder concrete substrate surface in the
compression zone is crushed, fractured, and spalled.

(3) Increasing the amount of reinforcement in the reinforced thin layer and appropriately
reducing the initial load level before secondary stressing can improve the effectiveness
of four-sided RPCTL reinforcement.

(4) The results of the dynamic numerical simulation and analysis of the RPCTL reinforce-
ment test process show that the test results are in good agreement with the simulation
results of the numerical analysis, with the ratio of the ultimate bearing capacity rang-
ing from 0.927 to 1.087 and the ratio of the displacement deflection ranging from 0.921
to 1.090.

(5) A method for calculating the bending capacity of four-surface RPCTL-reinforced con-
crete beams is proposed, where the load-carrying capacity of the reinforced member
consists of three parts: the load-carrying capacity provided by the original member
itself, the tensile load-carrying capacity provided by the reinforcing layer of the rein-
forcement mesh, and the compressive load-carrying capacity provided by the reactive
powder concrete surface layer. The calculated results are in good agreement with the
test values, which can be used in the reinforcement design of similar concrete beams.
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